
 Heavy-duty scissors or utility knife
 Poster board or butcher paper
 Pre-paint cleaner, isopropyl alcohol or other non-
residue cleaner
 3M Super Trim Adhesive or other spray trim
adhesive (optional)

STEALTH SHIELD™ 
Product Installation Sheet

Tools Required

Installation Tips
Always wear safety glasses, dust mask and gloves when working with HP Stealth Shield™

Use poster board or butcher paper to make a template. For surfaces with severe bends, it may be necessary to cut relief lines or 
wedges to get product to conform. Transfer template to HP Stealth Shield™ and cut.

All sound insulation should be installed before using the HP Stealth Shield™

1. Install db Armor™, db Skin™, db Suppressor™ or other manufacturers sound
insulation fist. Any sound insulation must go on the panel first to maximize its
sound insulation capabilities.

2. Use the poster board or heavy paper to make a template. Transfer template to
stealth shield and pre-fit HP Stealth Shield to floor or desired body panel

3. Make and cuts and modifications to the HP Stealth Shield now.

4. If you are installing under carpet, lay stealth shield on top of sound insulation,
skip to Step 6.

5. FOR HEADLINERS AND VERTICAL SURFACES ONLY. Use 3M Super Trim or Super
77 Adhesive. After HP Stealth Shield has been pre-fit and cut, spray back of
cloth and panel or component you are applying Stealth Shield to.

6. Allow adhesive to get tacky and press Stealth Shield into place. Start on one
edge of panel or component and work out slowly to ensure no “bubbles” occur.
Air bubbles will cause the material to not stick and fall off. Press firmly for 30
seconds.

7. Install carpet, headliner, or other interior trim pieces.

8. Cruise cooler!

Installation Steps
You may also be interested in

MUFFLER ARMOR™
zReduces radiant heat up to 70%
zMay be cleaned after installation
zWater- and chemical-resistant
z0.003-inch-thick armor layer
zIncludes Thermal-Ties™ for installation
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